Rectangular symmetry is asymmetrical

Calling an extrovert to be introverted when they least expect it

Italic removing moving shapes straight

Straightening green to blue and yellow

Yellowing the eyes of a spectator's face

A preface to syphilis cannabis scientists - is it his?

His color?  His shape?  His idea?

Ideally...no.

Nonexistence is impossible

Impostors can't even avoid the void of identity

Identical and parallel - but not a shell

Shellacked canvas will never canvas the painter's individuality

A variety of personality in his symmetry - can it be?

It beats me.

Hypocrisy.
Rectangular symmetry is asymmetrical
Ling an extrovert to be introverted when they least expect it
Alic removing moving shapes straight
Ening green to blue and yellow
Ing the eyes of a spectator’s face
Pre- to syphilis cannabis scientists - is it his?
Color? His shape? His idea?
Lly...no.
Nexistence is impossible
Postors can’t even avoid the void of identity
Ical and parallel - but not a shell
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Rectangular symmetry is hypothetically asymmetrical
Calling an extrovert to introvert, not expecting it
Italics removing moving shapes straight
Straightening green to blue and yellow
Yellowing the eyes in a painter’s face
A preface to syphilis, cannabis, scientists - is it his?
His color? His shape? His idea?
Ideally...no.
Nonexistence impositions impotence.
Impostors preposterously avoid the void of identity
Identical and parallel - but not a shell
Shellacked canvas will never canvas the painter’s individuality
A variety of personality in his symmetry - can it be?
It beats me.

Hypocrisy.